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State & Provincial Members 
Fall 2019 – Spring 2020 

IAFE Speakers List 
 
The IAFE is pleased to announce our speakers list for the Fall 2019 and Spring 
2020 series. 
 
For the IAFE to provide this service, please schedule at least one hour.  Please 
do not cut an IAFE program short because of other events running long.  
These speakers have designed their programs to that 1-hour to 1½-hour time 
slot. 
 
To request a speaker, please complete a speaker request form and e-mail it to 
Lori Hart at lhart@fairsandexpos.com. Contacting the speaker before 
requesting them through the IAFE creates confusion. The IAFE will contact the 
presenter for clearance of the date and availability of the selected.  After the 
dates are cleared, you will receive a confirmation email from the IAFE office.  

The speaker’s contact information will be included in the letter. Please confirm the details with the speaker.  It is 
important that your selection be made well in advance so presenters are available and have adequate time to make 
travel arrangements. It is your responsibility to secure and provide lodging for the speaker.

 
 

AVAILABLE SPEAKERS: 
 

Melinda Arnold (Missouri) 

 Crisis Communication Planning 
Natural disasters, accidents, animal escapes, and number of other unpredictable events can wreak 
havoc on fairs, festivals and expositions.  Explore past the communication responses to crisis 
events from the fair profession and beyond for best practices.  Learn the components of a 
comprehensive crisis communication plan and media relations tactics valuable before, during, and 
after a crisis. This topic can be presented in a traditional presentation forum, with or without a 
hands-on, interactive role-play session. 
 

 Media Relations 
Working with local, regional, and national media can be challenging for fair and festival managers.  
Learn how to handle challenging and tricky questions, while maintaining a focus on your core 
messages.  Identify your audiences and how you can harness the power and influence of your social 
media channels to tell your stories.  And, this is the news release dead?  (Answer: No, but it doesn’t 
look like it used to.)  Your media skills are built on foundations of accuracy, transparency, and 
credibility.  This topic can include interactive role-playing and hands-on skill development with 
audience participation. 

 
 Wrangling Hashtags – A Social Media Primer 

Social media is no longer the new-kid-on-the-block for communication and should be part of your 
everyday communications strategies.  How do you develop your organization’s audience, message 
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and voice across platforms?  How do you choose which platforms are best for you and then manage 
posts to create excitement without overwhelming your staff?  Learn to manage social media 
effectively to boost your buzz factor! 

 
 Melinda Arnold, a Springfield, Mo., area native is a senior communications professional with more than 
25 years of nonprofit public relations, integrated marketing, and customer service experience.  She taught 
for more than seven years as a per-course instructor at Missouri State University.  Her expertise includes 
public and media relations, social media, and crisis communication.  She is the owner and chief strategist of 
Springfield based Fusion Link Communications, specializing in comprehensive integrated and strategic 
communication planning, including traditional and digital public relations campaigns, organization crisis 
communications plans, media relations training, and writing and storytelling. 

 
Gary Berg (Minnesota) 
 Seeing Straight in a Cross-Eyed World 

The purpose of this presentation is for audience members to understand the importance of 
knowing that we each see the world and everything that happens in it through our own unique self. 
What is obvious to one person for one reason might be viewed and acted upon totally differently by 
someone else. Our past experiences, our personalities, our age, our interests, etc., all come into 
play in determining how we each view an idea, a decision, and the need to change. “Seeing Straight  
in a Cross-Eyed World” examines how sound, sight, words, past experiences, and even laughter and 
music can all play major factors in how well we communicate with each other. This basic 
understanding helps people be more patient and accepting of other people’s viewpoints and ideas, 
and helps groups work together more effectively. 
 

 Simple Truths in the Workplace and in Life 
This presentation challenges audience members to consciously examine how they can be better at 
what they do on a daily basis in work and in life. Besides challenging people to think, he also 
incorporates laughter and reminds his audience that it is important to laugh often and loud. The 
simple truths help audience members each look at their own way of operating to see if they can 
tweak things to be healthier, happier, and better at what they do.  Gary has presented this topic at 
corporate events and IAFE sponsored events from coast to coast. 

 

 Gary Berg has had an interesting career path to date. After attaining his undergraduate and graduate 
degrees, he started his first career as a college teacher and administrator at the age of 23. After nine years 
in that field he made the big switch to entrepreneur and started his own company that has allowed him to 
work with and attend literally hundreds of state and county fairs all over the United States. He knows 
about many of the issues facing volunteers and staff members operating these events today. Gary has 
presented at many IAFE-sponsored conferences and workshops throughout the country. 

 
Michael Bradley (California)                
 Create Disney Magic and Big Fun at Any Fair 

Learn how the Master did the impossible and how he turned dreams into reality. More importantly, 
how this can apply to your fair - big or small. Walt’s methods can work anywhere. This presentation 
will unveil the Top 10 Disney methods that will transform your guest experience, enhance your 
fairgrounds and provide simple solutions that create big Impact. Walt was a dreamer, a realist and 
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his own best critic . . . fairs today can apply his methods to food locations, entertainment venues, 
agriculture areas, children’s programs, main gates and even restrooms.  

 
 Executing the VIP Experience - It Can Be a Profit Center, Not a Pain in the Neck Center  

The American consumer is conditioned to pay more for better, to be pampered and to be treated 
special. It happens regularly at theme parks, at professional sports complexes, museums, dining 
venues, travel destinations, cruise ships and especially in the live music industry. Why can’t fairs 
take advantage?  Learn how your fair can create VIP experiences, venues and environments which 
turn over profits and satisfy your most discerning guest.  

  
 Livestock Shows at Fairs - More Change, More Opportunities 

This is not your grandfather’s fair. This is not even your father’s fair.  The most traditional element 
of “The Fair” as we know it in the Western Hemisphere has significant challenges, big opportunities 
and greater social responsibilities.  We need to take an honest approach to address our community 
needs and those of a dramatically shrinking producer base that still accepts the responsibility of 
feeding the hungry populous.   Learn the trends, the solutions, and the best management practices 
for competitive and non-competitive food animal programs. 

  
 The Ten Commandments of Strategic Planning for Fairs – Managing Change and Creating a 

Success Story 
All fairs and expositions must deal with change within an ever-evolving competitive business 
environment. Necessary change is hard but inevitable. The most difficult part of change is always 
managing the process. This presentation will draw upon the 10 steps to success in Strategic 
Planning specifically for our industry. Large or small, county, state, provincial, or national, we need 
to clearly define objectives, formulate our “team” and create strategies for results, not just 
discussion. Learn the rules to achieve attainable, measurable results, keep the process simple, and 
enjoy the ride. 

  
 The Dynamic American Food Experience-  The Top 20 Food Trends, Showcasing Systems and 

Opportunities for Fairs 
Agriculture in our world is on the threshold of significant change. We live in unique times. 
Consumers have reached a level of passion that demands knowledge of where their food comes 
from and how it was grown. That passion is an opportunity for fairs which are the natural (and 
historic) showplace for everything farm, food, and farmer. Food retailers have reached into a new 
dimension for marketing. Fairs can learn from them. Local can be defined in a multiplicity of ways. 
Learn the ins and outs of demographics, great food and farmer programming, marketing 
opportunities, current and future food trends, as well as the resources for making your fair a farm 
to fork showplace. Women of all ages impact our consumer habits and move the needle of our 
buying habits- Learn how this will both impact and benefit fairs.  

 
 Michael Bradley is the CEO at the California Mid State Fair in Paso Robles. Previously, he served as the 
executive director for the Arizona National Livestock Show, Inc. Michael was division manager for resource 
development, membership marketing, and meeting management at the California Farm Bureau 
Federation. Michael was also the founding manager of the California Bountiful Foundation. His longest 
tenure in the fair business was in management positions at the California State Fair for nearly three 
decades. Michael received his collegiate education while attending California Polytechnic State University 
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in San Luis Obispo, where he majored in Agricultural Science and Education. Michael was recognized by the 
California Foundation for Agriculture in the Classroom with the Outstanding Public Service Award. He was 
a recipient of the Western Fairs Association Blue Ribbon Award, and the Livestock Market Digest has 
identified Michael as being one of the 25 individuals, businesses, and organizations who are making a 
difference for the American livestock industry. 

 
Linda L. Chezem (Indiana) 
 Legal Issues for Champions of Animals 
What happens when activists or other persons with ill intentions come to the fair?  This session will help 
fair managers, especially of animal programs, to prepare for the legal challenges of activists and bad 
actors. Reviewing the law and discussing some common sense approaches to dealing with activists will 
help plan or refine an existing plan to respond to the challenges with strength and confidence.  
Checklists and other materials will be provided. We will have time for questions and shared experience. 

 
 Linda Chezem - Chezem serves “of counsel” at Foley, Peden, and Wisco in Martinsville, Ind., and holds an 
adjunct appointment at Indiana University’s School of Medicine.  She was the first woman appointed to a 
Circuit Court bench in Indiana and the second woman to serve on the Indiana Court of Appeals.  Chezem is 
a Professor Emerita at Purdue University’s School of Agriculture. She owns and operates her family grain 
and beef farm in Clay County, Ind.  

 
Ron Diamond (Kentucky) 
 Remember the Elephants 

In today’s highly competitive world, becoming a leader as a fair - and remaining there - is all about 
influence.  There is a lid on a fair’s potential when its sphere of influence in the community does not 
remain high.  Whether as an individual or as a business, continued growth and success is all about 
influence, and leadership is influence.  This keynote focuses on the areas that are unique to a fair in 
maximizing the fair’s potential for raising the lids on influence and remaining vital in the 
community. 
 

 The Irrefutable Laws of Leadership 
This is an introduction to the basic laws of leadership and why it is so important to help everyone in 
your fair’s organization from the top down find and develop their leadership potential so that 
continued growth and maximum efficiency can be achieved.  Most people, including those in 
management, are not aware of these leadership laws and how critical they are to moving an 
organization to the next levels of success and continued importance. 
 

 Ron Diamond, CHT, spent 10 years as a performer and trainer with the Walt Disney Company.  Ron has 
been performing his magic and illusions, comedy hypnosis shows and stage production at fairs around the 
country for 26 years.  Ron also leads seminars and speaks extensively on clinical hypnosis at universities 
and medical related gatherings. Ron is certified as a speaker, trainer and coach with one of the most 
prestigious organizations in the world on leadership development, The John Maxwell Team.  Ron received 
his bachelor’s degree in sociology and educational psychology from Texas Christian University in Fort 
Worth, Texas.  Ron’s other passions include being involved in graphic design and media production, as well 
as a private instrument rated pilot. 
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Jennifer Giesike (Missouri) 

 Sparking Joy! – Rediscovering your passion and reenergizing your team! 
We all have some days that are more challenging than others. How we handle those days has a major 
impact on your team and your fairgoers.  When your team is energized and focused almost anything is 
possible.  But when your team’s enthusiasm fades, how can you help set the tone to regain the level of 
energy and passion that our fairs deserve?  Let’s talk through some strategies to keep you energized 
and focused on why you work or volunteer for your fair. 

 
Jennifer Giesike, CFE is President/CEO of the Washington Area Chamber of Commerce and Manager of 
the Washington Town & Country Fair.  She has been with the Chamber for 18 years.  Jennifer oversees the 
day-to-day operations of the Chamber and the Fair, and works closely with a 24-member Fair Board and a 
16-member Chamber Board.  She has chaired many of the committees for the IAFE and served as Zone 5 
Director (2009-2011).  In December 2009, Jennifer was awarded the first IAFE Young Professionals Rising 
Star Award and also graduated in the first class of the Institute of Fair Management.  In her spare time, she 
enjoys spending time with her husband, Chad, and daughter, Hallie, working on the family farm, playing 
competitive volleyball, and coaching the Washington High School varsity volleyball team. 
 

 
Elisa Hays (Washington) 
 IMPACT: A Crash Course in Leadership 

This dynamic, transformational one-of-a-kind presentation will empower you with the unique 
techniques, tools and concepts Elisa learned through years in the theatre as an entertainer, 
entrepreneur and inventor.  You’ll laugh, cry and embrace life like never before as she shares her 
heart-pounding stories of powerful courage, compassion, and community. You’ll return to work 
feeling inspired and infused with renewed purpose. 
 

 Beyond the ADA: Create Devoted Fans of all Abilities 
Elisa presents a fresh perspective! The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires compliance 
with a vast set of rules and regulations that can feel overwhelming to any organization.  
Unfortunately, a focus on compliance obscures the benefits, both economically and ethically, of 
operating from an empathetic mindset.  By inviting, including and impressing people of all abilities 
you create devoted fans who will sing your praises loudly. In a world where Twitter, Instagram and 
Facebook can make or break a business, there has never been a more pressing need for applied 
empathy. 

 
 Elisa Hays - lives half-assed. Literally. Half her rear-end was amputated in an ICU while surgeons raced to 
save her life. On March 1, 2014 Elisa was hit by a semi-truck going 65-mph, thrown 90 feet and impaled on a 
guardrail. Today she shares her astounding experiences with honesty, humor, and passion. Before the life-
altering accident, Elisa spent 14 years touring fairs throughout North America on a mission to inspire 
imagination in families. She created  “The Cutest Show on Earth” and holds North  American patents-
pending for the design of Sudsy’s Barn and the play-based hand washing concept. Elisa not only speaks on 
leadership and innovation, not even a semi-truck could stop her from continuing to walk the talk. 
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Gordon Hibbard (Kansas) 
 Building Boards that Build 

Whether you are working with a “for-profit” exhibition or a local “non-profit” youth fair, all boards 
and executives have the responsibility of providing over-sight to fulfill laws, local regulations, and 
by-laws.  Strong boards start with strong leaders and defined responsibilities.  We will look at 
characteristics, responsibilities, and boundaries of strong boards and executives. 
 

 Leadership Skills Everyone Can Use 
We sometimes make leadership training too complicated.  This workshop will provide leaders with 
foundational skills they can use for a lifetime.  Being a leader starts with some basic skills that 
complement the way our personalities are designed.  We will look at basic ways we can make our 
leadership circle bigger and stronger. 
 

 Gordon Hibbard, President – Oak Rock Leadership LLC - Leadership development has been a major part of 
Gordon’s career.  After 21 years with the Kansas Farm Bureau and 16 years with the Kansas 4-H Foundation, 
Gordon purchased a Dale Carnegie franchise that serves the Kansas Heartland.  Gordon’s organization 
facilitates leadership, communications, management, and sales training events for corporate and non-profit 
clients throughout the Sunflower State, including Wichita, Topeka, Salina, Hutchinson and Western Kansas. 

 
Herbert F. Higgs (Illinois) 

 Warm and Fuzzy Doesn’t Pay the Bills 
This presentation is a look at the tradition of fairs, how we got here, where we are going and who 
or what is going to pay for it all. At the end of the day all fairs continue programs which make them 
feel “good” but do they make sense with regard to the financial health of the fair for its future? 
Warm and fuzzy will also look at subjects like attendance, carnivals, concessions, horse racing and 
entertainment and their value to the operation.  
 

 Herbert F. Higgs, CFE is a retired general manager of the Panhandle-South Plains Fair, Lubbock, Texas.  
Herb has a B.A. degree in Secondary Education University of Arizona (1971), Tucson. His professional 
experience spans 40 years in the fair industry. He spent 19 years at the Illinois State Fair in Springfield, five 
years as manager of the Ionia Free Fair in Ionia, Mich., and 16 years as general manager of the Panhandle 
South Plains Fair. Herb retired in 2017. Herb is a past IAFE Zone 6 director; a past member of the IAFE 
Convention, Nominating, Awards and Budget and Finance committees; and past chair of the Professional 
Improvement, Certification, Concessions and Commercial Exhibits, and Physical Plant and Operations 
committees. He has served as a board member of the Institute of Fair Management Advisory Board. He 
was awarded Certified Fair Executive status in 1999. In addition, he has served as second vice president-
treasurer of the Texas Association of Fairs & Events (TAF&E). In addition, Herb has addressed several state 
and provincial associations as a member of the IAFE Speaker’s Bureau. Prior to entering the fair profession, 
his career includes experience in the banking profession in both the operations and lending areas. Herb 
and his wife Patty reside in Springfield, Ill.  
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Rey O’Day (California)  
 People, Profits and Quality:  Minding your P’s and Q’s 

Come prepared to be inspired with new, practical ideas you can implement at your fair. Who are the 
stakeholders?  How do we collect, protect and spend money responsibly?  Does quality count? Rey 
offers how to make simple changes for big results!  
 

 A Photo is Worth a Thousand Words 
We are visual people in a visual environment.  Looking for a good idea, want to be inspired, need to 
know what the guest sees, want to develop an organized backstage, can’t remember one fair from 
another . . . try managing with photos.  Rey O’Day has visited several hundred fairs and has a library 
of several thousand photos. Come learn when to whip this versatile tool out of your tool chest. 

 
 Developing Core Values with Which to Measure Workplace Decisions 

Shared core values answer how work is done.  Core values are the bedrock of how groups and 
companies operate. Learn why core values are important to your team, how to develop useful and 
honest core values and when to best use them. 
 

 Rey O’Day has extensive management experience in the fairs and festivals, food and beverage 
concessions, and entertainment industries. She currently teaches the Principles of Event Management as a 
UC Riverside Extension Instructor and serves as the part-time interim executive manager of NICA, a sister 
organization focused on developing vendor and fair staff communication committees at fairs and 
advantaging its vendor members with the power of group discount buying.  Most recently she served as 
the producing artistic director at Performance Riverside, a regional, professional musical theatre company; 
and, built, equipped and opened a 200-seat theater for the City of Riverside.  Over a period of 18 years, she 
held a number of key management positions at Fairplex, home of the LA County Fair, including assistant 
operations manager, retail sales manager, entertainment manager, director of food and beverage and 
general manager of cornucopia foods, LLC.  Rey is an instructor for the IAFE Institute of Fair Management 
and serves on the IAFE Education Foundation Board of Directors.  Under the banner of her consulting 
company, Wings of Fame Productions, Ms. O ’Day gives keynote addresses and leads workshops for 
numerous organizations. She also conducts orientations and guest service training for organizations like 
The Hollywood Bowl and California Fairs Service Authority.  She holds a California Community College 
teaching credential in dance and a bachelor’s degree in business management. Her left brain and her right 
brain enjoy talking with each other.  

 
Bill Ogg (Washington) 

 Let’s Be Champions of Agriculture! 
Fairs bear the serious responsibility to be agriculture educators but moreover have the awesome 
opportunity to be the community showcase for the wholesome and affordable food source 
available in North America. Watch sobering videos of well-funded organizations attacking 
production agriculture and learn of resources and partnerships to provide truthful positive 
information. Fairs should be the trusted source of the accurate and proactive message of 
agriculture. This workshop will use contemporary examples of engaging agricultural activities with 
real life experiences and best practices to bridge this challenge to the Fair’s advantage and serve 
the mission to be a champion of agriculture. 
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 Carpe Diem 
Seize the Day. In this case, seize the opportunity to tap into decades of experience. Bill has 
managed medium and large fairs serving county or state governmental agencies, not for profit 
organizations and a private management company. He can speak to the strengths and challenges 
of each structure. He humbly but objectively believes he assisted at each fairgrounds to raise 
funding to build functional physical improvements better able to host the annual fair and diverse 
non-fair events. Moreover, he assisted to improve each fair’s programing, financial position and 
better serve the constituency it represents. This workshop can be an extemporaneous question and 
answer session or can be predetermined to address a specific subject from a broad range of 
options including sensitive board issues or management topics – nearly anything can be on the 
agenda! Bill’s straight forward communication style will openly lead discussion with respect for 
differing opinions and confidentiality.  

 
 Corn Dogs and Elephant Ears 

For every staff, board or service member perennially committed as vocation or labor of passion, the 
fair business is addictive - and can be tiring. To remain effective professionally and relatively sane, 
we must re-energize our internal personal batteries. Many of us rely on our “Fair Family” for this 
support and attending state and zone conventions is a great opportunity to reconnect with a vital 
power source. This keynote or motivational workshop is guaranteed to make you think some, laugh 
a lot and excited to squeal “we, we, we” all the way home - eager to work hard and cooperate to 
make the upcoming fair your best fair ever. Bill uses life experiences, quotes and humor to share his 
contagious enthusiasm and love for fairs to make others feel genuinely good about themselves and 
their contribution to the success of their fair. 

 
Bill Ogg, CFE, is general manager of the Walla Walla Fair and Frontier Days. His formative years included 
active 4-H and FFA experience including an annual summer highlight of exhibition at the county and state 
Fair. He began his fair management career at age 26 at the Wyoming State Fair, serving as the youngest 
State Fair manager in IAFE records. Continued general manager responsibilities at the Montana State Fair 
and ExpoPark, Kansas State Fair and the Greeley Stampede working for county or state governmental 
agencies, not for profit organizations and a private management company has given Bill a broad base of 
experience. He has served as an officer of four state fair associations, the RMAF and NALSRMA. Bill has 
served on many IAFE committees and as IAFE Zone director and convention program chair. Bill and wife 
Patti are parents of four grown children who have earned National 4-H Congress trips, three state FFA 
officers and multiple state and national speaking and judging awards representing four states.   

 
Jeremy Parsons (Iowa) 
 Take Care 

Does your community know how important the fair is and why it needs caretakers? 
We all wear many different hats and hold many different titles at our fairs (often it’s multiple hats 
and titles on the same day – more often, it’s multiple hats and titles on the same day at the same 
time). For some, we are the CEOs or managers of our organizations; others are volunteer 
superintendents.  Some of us literally unlock the gates every morning and shut the lights off at 
night.  Others might order ribbons or sell tickets.  Some might clean the restrooms or the 
barns.  But despite the varied titles, hats, duties, and responsibilities, we all have the same job at 
our respective fairs – we are caretakers.  Parsons provides the tools to “Take Care” of your fair, 
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specifically how to do simple strategic planning, track your economic impact, promote your local 
relevance, and turn your board into positive advocates.  
 

 Jeremy Parsons, CFE has served as CEO/manager of the Clay County Fair in Spencer, Iowa, since 
November 2011.  Parsons also served as executive director of the Missouri State Fair Foundation, and prior 
to that, spent 11 years as a high school English teacher and basketball/track coach so his summers could be 
free to work at the Iowa State Fair and later the Missouri State Fair.   Originally from Leon, Iowa, his three 
main priorities besides the fair sector are his faith, his family, and the Chicago Cubs.  He and his wife Kelsi 
have three sons (Creighton, Silas, and Milo) and are active members of Spencer First Baptist Church. 

 
Jen Puente (Wisconsin) 

 ANCHORS AWAY! 
No, we aren’t talking boat anchors . . . we’re talking people anchors!  Do you struggle with 
negativity?  Let’s figure out how to get rid of it!  Fun tips and tricks you can do every day to help 
keep you forging ahead in your everyday life.  Daily affirmations, disconnecting from devices, and 
doing good – we’ve got you covered!  Let that anchor go!  

 
Jen Puente, CFE – Jen has been part of the fair her entire life.  In her current role as director of marketing 
& partnerships for the Wisconsin State Fair, which she stepped into in March 2016, Jen focuses on securing 
and maintaining over 120 corporate partnerships totaling over $2.6 million dollars in gross sponsorship 
revenue for the annual fair.  Jen also assists in creative development, media placement, and overall 
branding for the fair’s annual advertising and marketing campaign.  Jen’s other responsibilities include 
booking and logistics for all mobile marketing tours and managing the fair’s official merchandise program. 
Jen has served as the chair of the IAFE Young Professionals Initiative, is vice-chair of the IAFE Sponsorship 
Committee, and is an active participant in the Wisconsin Association of Fairs.   

 
 

Martha Roth (Minnesota) 

 Drop the Pebble 
A simple brook that flows from a lake in Minnesota becomes a river a mile wide in Louisiana. In the 
same way, our small actions and words can have a mighty impact on the lives we touch every day. 
Our legacy will not be measured in our large accomplishments, but in the way we live our purpose 
in the little moments of our lives. 
 

 Half Full 
Life is full of choices; trash or treasure? Junk or gem?  Throw or keep? Your perspective about worth 
and value filters every decision you make.  Seeing life as “Half Full” is a state of mind that is 
contagious and just as true as half empty . . . but is a lot more fun. 
 

 Just Squint 

Demands of job, family, and life can sometimes be overwhelming. What can a person do? Just 
squint. Squinting reduces glare, softens edges, and makes highlights stand out. Most importantly it 
is what we do when we laugh. At this session we will clear our vision to see the funny, loving, and 
meaningful aspects of life. 
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 Martha Roth’s personal mission is to “pass on the heritage of love for God, care and concern for family, 
and inspire joy, peace, and curiosity for life and learning.”  This mission coupled with her belief that, “it 
ain’t over til it’s over,” has spurred her on in many mid-life endeavors including going back to school and 
speaking professionally.  Since 2004, she has spoken to over 6,000 people and always focuses on helping 
others wake up to the brevity and joy of life. 

 
Joe Yedlik (Iowa) 

 Be a Professional…Effective Communication Tools to Achieve Successful Results 
A presentation of how to tee-up stakeholders meetings through the use of Robert’s Rules of Order 
and strategic approaches to communication in group settings.  Joe identifies how to keep the 
energy and ideas alive while maintaining order and decorum. Attendees receive important tools for 
their “leadership communication” toolbox. 

 
 Joe Yedlik, CVFM is retired county extension director and former high school Ag Ed instructor with over 
44 years of professional experience in education and positive youth development. He is currently retained 
as an adjunct educator by the IAFE. Yedlik is certified in Volunteer Fair Management, a graduate of the 
IAFE Institute of Fair Management, and past president of the Board of Directors of the Association of Iowa 
Fairs. He has been associated with the operations of the Great Jones County Fair in Monticello, Iowa, for 
over 20 years as well as serving as the 4-H Horticulture Department superintendent at the Iowa State Fair. 
He served as the official parliamentarian the National Association of Extension 4-H Agents and was also 
instrumental in the development of the Jones County Community Foundation. He is a nationally certified 
instructor for the wildlife skills division of the 4-H Shooting Sports program and an active member of the 
Iowa Pyrotechnic Association. 


